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Abstract

Imbalanced token distributions naturally ex-
ist in text documents, leading neural language
models to overfit on frequent tokens. The to-
ken imbalance may dampen the robustness of
radiology report generators, as complex medi-
cal terms appear less frequently but reflect more
medical information. In this study, we demon-
strate how current state-of-the-art models fail
to generate infrequent tokens on two standard
benchmark datasets (IU X-RAY and MIMIC-
CXR) of radiology report generation. To solve
the challenge, we propose the Token Imbalance
Adapter (TIMER), aiming to improve gener-
ation robustness on infrequent tokens. The
model automatically leverages token imbalance
by an unlikelihood loss and dynamically opti-
mizes generation processes to augment infre-
quent tokens. We compare our approach with
multiple state-of-the-art methods on the two
benchmarks. Experiments demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our approach in enhancing model
robustness overall and infrequent tokens. Our
ablation analysis shows that our reinforcement
learning method has a major effect in adapt-
ing token imbalance for radiology report gener-
ation.

Data and Code Availability In this study, we
conduct our experiments in two public datasets, IU
X-RAY (Demner-Fushman et al., 2015) and MIMIC-
CXR (Johnson et al., 2019). The datasets ac-
cess to download from https://openi.nlm.nih.gov/
and https://physionet.org/content/mimic-cxr/2.
0.0/. We publish our code at https://github.com/
woqingdoua/TIMERf.

Institutional Review Board (IRB) In this
study, we use the publicly available datasets after
taking required training courses and signing data us-

age agreements. All the publicly available datasets
have been de-identified and anonymized. Our study
focuses on computational approaches and does not
collect data from human subjects. We applied the in-
stitutional IRB determination that an IRB approval
is not required for this study.

1. Introduction

Radiology report generation is to automatically gen-
erate a precise description in natural language given
medical images, including computed tomography
(CT) and X-RAY images. Increasing studies have de-
ployed deep encoder-decoder neural architectures to
encode medical images and decode the information to
generate radiological reports (Jing et al., 2018, 2019;
Chen et al., 2020, 2021; Qin and Song, 2022). Over-
fitting on frequent tokens is a common challenge in
the text generation field that generators fail to pre-
dict infrequent tokens (Yu et al., 2022). Our empir-
ical analysis has demonstrated that over 80% medi-
cal terms are infrequent tokens, while frequent tokens
can count over 82% corpus (Section 2). The complex
and lengthy tokens naturally occur less frequently
than simple words (Nikkarinen et al., 2021), which is
common across medical scenarios (Demner-Fushman
et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2019). However, existing
studies have not explicitly consider infrequent tokens
for radiology report generation, which can decrease
model robustness and lead to imprecise reports.

Methods to reduce token-frequency-overfit com-
monly deploy post-processing (Mu and Viswanath,
2018) or regularization techniques (Welleck et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2022) for token
embeddings. However, the approaches usually work
for text-to-text generation given text sentences as in-
puts, while medical images are inputs in our study.
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Nishino et al. proposes reinforcement learning ap-
proach for the class imbalance issue. However, the
approach aims to solve image category imbalance in-
stead of token imbalance. Modeling the token im-
balance for the multimodal generation task is an un-
solved challenge, especially for medical scenarios.

In this study, we propose the Token Imbalance
Adapter (TIMER) model using reinforcement learn-
ing (Sutton et al., 1999) to adapt infrequent token
generation and evaluate on radiology report gen-
eration by two publicly available datasets, IU X-
RAY (Demner-Fushman et al., 2015) and MIMIC-
CXR (Johnson et al., 2019). Our approach deploys
an unlikelihood loss to penalize incorrect predictions
for frequent tokens and develops a dynamic adapta-
tion module to adjust the optimization process auto-
matically. We compare the TIMER with three state-
of-the-art baselines on overall performance and show
overall improvements of our approach. By evaluating
the performance of low and high-frequent tokens, our
approach can significantly improve generation perfor-
mance on infrequent token sets and maintain stable
performance on frequent tokens.

Our major contributions are summarized as fol-
lows: 1) to our best knowledge, this is the first study
that explicitly adapts token imbalance for radiology
report generation. We have demonstrated the impor-
tance of infrequent tokens in radiology datasets, as
most medical terms occur infrequently (Figure 1). 2)
We propose a reinforcement learning method that ef-
fectively improves model overall performance as well
as performance of infrequent tokens. 3) We conduct
extensive ablation analysis to illustrate the effective-
ness of adapting infrequent tokens. The ablation
analysis proves that our method successfully reduces
generation biases on frequent tokens and dynamically
leverage token frequency.

2. Data

We retrieved two publicly available datasets of radiol-
ogy report generation, IU X-RAY (Demner-Fushman
et al., 2015) and MIMIC-CXR (Johnson et al., 2019).
1) IU X-RAY, collected by Indiana University, pro-
vides 3,955 reports and 7,470 X-RAY images from
Indiana Network for Patient Care. 2) MIMIC-CXR
(denote as MIMIC) is the largest radiography and
publically available dataset to date. The dataset con-
tains 227,835 reports with 377,110 images collecting
between 2011 and 2016 at the Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center. Each radiology report may associate

with one or more front and side X-rays images. We
summarize the data statistics in Table 1.

Table 1: Statistics of the two radiography datasets.
Length is the report’s average length, and
Vocab is the vocabulary size.

Images Reports Length Vocab

IU X-RAY 7,470 3,955 35.99 1,517
MIMIC 377,110 227,835 59.70 13,876

Overfitting on frequent patterns is a common chal-
lenge for deep neural models — radiology report gen-
erators can easily overfit on frequent tokens than in-
frequent tokens. A recent text generation study (Yu
et al., 2022) has found that text generators commonly
perform much worse on infrequent tokens. The low
performance on infrequent tokens can significantly
impact radiological report generation, where many
important medical terms do not appear frequently.
In this study, we argue that infrequent tokens matter
in radiology report generation.

Figure 1: Ratios of medical terms across five equal
splits of vocabulary. 1 represents the most
infrequent token set, and 5 refers to the
most frequent token split.
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To verify our claim, we conduct a quantitative
analysis of medical terms across token distributions.
First, we deploy a named entity recognition (NER)
model (en ner bc5cdr md) from Sci-SpaCy to extract
disease-related terms.1 Next, we split the vocabulary
of each dataset into five equal segments. Our empir-
ical counts show that the first 20% (segment) of vo-
cabulary types account for over 82% tokens in each

1. Package details refer to the link: https://allenai.github.
io/scispacy/. We choose the NER model because it
achieves the best performance on the medical data and
covers larger medical terms than the other available mod-
els.
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dataset while the rest of vocabulary types (80%) only
account for less 18% of corpus tokens. We calculate
frequency ratios of medical terms in each segment and
visualize the results in Figure 1. The figure shows
that infrequent tokens contain more medical terms
than frequent tokens, especially for complex tokens
(average character length per token).2

Ignoring the low performance on infrequent tokens
can significantly harm robustness of radiological gen-
erators (i.e., baselines fail in infrequent token evalu-
ations in Table 3). This is essentially important for
medical scenarios where infrequent tokens are more
likely as complex domain terms, which are not com-
monly as frequent words (Nikkarinen et al., 2021).
However, there is few study in the text generation
task adapting infrequent tokens, especially for the ra-
diological report generation. Thus, the issue inspires
us to propose our model, Token Imbalance Adapter
(TIMER).

3. Token Imbalance Adapter

In this section, we present our approach TIMER in
Figure 2. TIMER consists of three major modules,
1) unlikelihood loss, 2) dynamic adaptation, and 3)
joint optimization. We deploy unlikelihood loss to
reduce overfit and token imbalance of the text gener-
ator by penalizing a frequent-token set. The dynamic
adaptation module deploys reinforcement learning to
allow adjust the frequent-token set automatically. Fi-
nally, We elaborate on how to jointly optimize the
text generator and dynamic adaptation module.

3.1. Problem Statement

Radiology report generation is an image-to-text gen-
eration task. Given a radiology image x and the cor-
responding report y = (y0, . . . , yL) with length L,
the task aims to train a text generator (pθ(y | x)) by
minimizing

LNLG(θ) = −
L∑
l=1

log p (yl | y1, . . . , yl−1,x; θ) (1)

, where p (yl | y1, . . . , yl−1,x; θ) is from the softmax
function for the next token prediction, and θ refers to
generation model parameters. Token imbalance can

2. In IU X-RAY, the top medical terms in frequent tokens
are pleural, effusion, heart, lung, and focal, while the top
ranks in the infrequent tokens are diverticula, shrapnel,
hemorrhage, prosthesis, arthroplasty.

cause prediction overfit that leads to low performance
on low-frequent tokens. To solve the challenge, we
balance the performance by the unlikelihood loss.

3.2. Unlikelihood Loss

Inspired by the work (Welleck et al., 2020), we uni-
tize unlikelihood loss to reduce over-fitting effects by
penalizing predicted probabilities for frequent tokens.
Firstly, we calculate the average predicted possibility
p(u) for each token u in a report,

p(u) =

∑L
l=1 log (p (u | y1, ..., yl))

L
(2)

Then, given a set of frequent tokens Uh in a corpus,
the unlikelihood loss punishes each token u ∈ Uh by

LUL(Uh) = −
∑
u∈Uh

log(1− p (u)) (3)

To decrease LUL, the model predicts lower probabil-
ities p(u) on the frequent tokens, u. However, the
unlikelihood loss has two issues: frequent token set
and combining optimization objectives. Because stat-
ically fixing the frequent token set and equally com-
bining two optimization objectives (LNLG and LUL)
are not ideal for the report generation task. For ex-
ample, Section 5.4 shows a static set of frequent to-
kens is not effective to reduce the token-frequency
overfit of report generators. To enable dynamic adap-
tation, we deploy reinforcement learning to select a
frequent token set. We leverage different training ob-
jectives by the joint optimization (Section 3.4).

3.3. Dynamic Adaptation

We deploy a reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton
et al., 1999) method allowing for a dynamic unlikeli-
hood token set instead of a fixed set. The dynamic
adaptation includes three major components, a pol-
icy network, a value network, and a reward. The
dynamic adaptation paradigm is to adjust the unlike-
lihood token set and reduce token frequency effects
during the report generation. Specifically, the NLG
model is jointly optimized by the generation and un-
likelihood losses, where the DA module decides the
unlikelihood set. Then our imbalance reward can
evaluate the improvements between the trained and
untrained model with the unlikelihood loss. This re-
ward helps the DA module to dynamically tune a bet-
ter unlikelihood set, which can guide the NLG model
to better training by balancing performance between
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Figure 2: Illustration of our proposed TIMER model. We use arrows to indicate model workflow. Blue
arrows refer to loss value calculations by Equations 1 and 3. Parameter update processes follow
red dotted lines. Our learning progress has inner and outer loops. In the inner loop, we update
the NLG model by LNLG + LUL. In the outer loop, we implement the dynamic adaptation (DA)
via reinforcement learning and update DA module (η) by the updated parameters (θnew) and the
reward rt in Eq. 4.
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infrequent and frequent tokens. Such a setting in-
creases flexibility and dynamics of adjusting balances
between frequent and infrequent tokens.

Policy Network, πθ (at | st), aims to predict a fre-
quent token set as an action at from a state st at
step t. We take a dot product of token distributions
between prediction in Eq. 2 and ground truth in a
sample as our state. The dot product can reflect to-
tal token-level prediction errors. The policy network
feeds a state (st) into the fully connected layer and
sigmoid function and outputs a possibility estimation
for an action at. The fully connected layer has the
same input and output sizes as the vocabulary size.
Finally, the policy network adopts a Bernoulli sam-
pling on the estimated possibility vector and obtains
the final unlikelihood token set U . The policy net-
work identifies the frequent token set for each sam-
ple through learning stages. This setting can help
the generation model dynamically adjust the tokens’
weight to reduce overfitting during optimization.

Value Network, A2C algorithm (Sutton et al.,
1999)utilizes a value network to guide the policy net-
work’s learning and reduce variance due to the envi-
ronment’s randomness. In our case, the NLG model
may overfit to different tokens after each optimiza-
tion step, which causes the same policy can have a
different reward. To overcome such randomness, we
also introduce a value network to help the policy net-

work’s stable learning. Q(st, at), is to predict a re-
ward by given a state (st) and a action (at). In our
case, Q(s, a) is a 1-D convolutional network with two
input channels and one output channel. The kernel
size was set to 10 in our experiment. The predicted
reward is the average of the convolutional network
output.

Reward We design a reward to combine generation
report quality and leverage the performance varia-
tions between frequent and infrequent tokens. Our
reward consists of a text generation reward (Rg) from
Eq.1 and and imbalanced evaluation reward (Rm).
The imbalanced evaluation divides the comparison
count of performance variations into four sets accord-
ing to the tokens’ frequency and calculates the F1
score for each token’s set, respectively. We denote
F (Ul), F (Um) and F (Uh) as the F1 score of the low,
medium and high-frequency token sets, respectively.
To avoid F1-score overestimation due to token repe-
titions, we restrict each token in the prediction only
project into one token in the ground truth instead
of the token repetition. For example, if the predic-
tion text includes repetitive toke such as “bone is is
intact” and the ground truth is “the heart size is ab-
normal”, the correct prediction token number is 1 in
this case according to our definition. Because the cor-
rect prediction token (“is”) only occurs one time in
the ground truth. Then, we average the F1 score of
F (Ul), F (Um), and F (Uh) as our imbalanced reward
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Rm:

Rm = (|F (Uh)− F (Ul)|+ |F (Um)− F (Ul)|
+|F (Uh)− F (Um)|)/3

Compared to calculating the F1 score in one token
set, this method can alleviate a biased evaluation
due to imbalanced token distribution since Rm can
balance performance across different frequency token
sets. We can formulate the final reward as follows:

rt =Rg(θnew) +Rm(θnew)−Rg(θ)−Rm(θ) (4)

where Rg is text generation loss in Eq.1, and θ refers
to model parameters. We include optimization steps
in the following section to learn the policy network
and value network with the reward.

3.4. Joint optimization

Our optimization includes inner and outer loops. In
the inner loop, we update the natural language gen-
eration (NLG) model with parameters θ according to
the loss LNLG in Eq. 1) and the unlikelihood loss LUL

in Eq. 3 as follows,

Linner = LNLG(θ) + LUL(U ; η) (5)

θnew = θ −∇θLinner (6)

In the outer loop, we update the dynamic adap-
tation module (DA) with parameters η by A2C al-
gorithm (Sutton et al., 1999). The policy network
learns how to interact with the environment within
time t by minimizing the following expectation:

Lpolicy = −(E[
∑
t

log πθ (at | st)A(st, at)]),

where A(st, at) is an advantage estimate and equals
to the real advantage in expectation. A2C uti-
lizes Temporal-Difference(TD) to calculate advantage
A(st, at),

A(st, at) = rt + γQ (st+1, at+1)−Q (st, at) ,

where rt is a reward after taking the action at in
the state st, and Q (st, at) is a value function. γ is
a discount factor that denotes the trade-off between
immediate rewards and future returns. We predict
an action for each sample. Each sample has an in-
dividual unlikelihood token set, therefore each step

action is independent. Thus, we do not need to con-
sider a future return and the A(st, at) calculation can
be simplified as follows,

A(st, at) = rt −Q (st, at)

Next, we optimize value function Q(st, at). A2C
trains a value network by minimizing MSE loss of
TD,

Lvalue = (rt −Q (st, at))
2

Then, we add an entropy loss as regularization
term to promote action diversity of the policy func-
tion,

Lentropy = −
∑

P(πθ) log P(πθ).

We integrate the multiple losses together as the outer
loss and update DA module as follows:

Louter = Lpolicy + Lvalue + Lentropy (7)

DA module parameter is optimized by,

ηnew = η −∇ηLouter (θnew) (8)

We show the detailed optimization process of in 1.

Algorithm 1 Optimization Process of TIMER.

Require: The training set xs, maximum iteration I,
the iteration of inner loop N ; for i = 1; i < I;
i+ +; for n = 1; n < N ; n+ +

1: Samples a batch from xs;
2: Update θ via Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 ;
3: Samples a batch from xs;
4: Update η via Eq. 7 and Eq. 8;

4. Experiment

We follow the previous studies (Jing et al., 2018;
Chen et al., 2020, 2021) for data preprocessing, data
splits (training, development, and test splits), and
model evaluations. We use natural language gen-
eration (NLG) metric and clinical efficacy to evalu-
ate our model and baseline, such as BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011),
and ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004). To evaluate clinical effi-
cacy, we utilize CheXpert (Irvin et al., 2019) to an-
notate generated reports for MIMIC and IU X-RAY.
While there are other evaluation methods (e.g., Rad-
Graph (Jain et al., 2021) and CheXbert (Smit et al.,
2020)), we deploy the same metrics as the baselines
for consistence. More details of data preprocessing
and our implementations are in the Appendix, which
allows for experiment replications.
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Table 2: Performance summary. ∆ indicates averaged percentage improvements of TIMER over baselines.
Clinical Metric calculates the F1 score.

Methods BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4 Meteor Rouge L Clinical Metric

IU X-RAY
BiLSTM 41.83 29.30 21.27 15.49 18.75 34.26 65.06
R2GEN 48.80 31.93 23.24 17.72 20.21 37.10 63.62
CMN 45.53 29.50 21.47 16.53 18.99 36.78 64.83

CMM+RL 49.30 30.08 21.45 16.10 20.10 38.20 40.79
TIMER 49.34 32.49 23.84 18.61 20.38 38.25 94.40

∆ 6.42 7.57 9.07 13.06 4.45 4.55 61.16

MIMIC
BiLSTM 26.81 15.77 10.12 7.00 11.26 26.00 49.50
R2GEN 35.42 21.99 14.50 10.30 13.75 27.24 34.77
CMN 35.60 21.41 14.07 9.91 14.18 27.14 41.21

CMM+RL 38.10 22.10 14.45 10.02 14.53 27.66 28.36
TIMER 38.30 22.49 14.60 10.40 14.70 28.00 75.86

∆ 11.27 9.66 9.01 10.50 8.64 3.54 49.30

4.1. Baselines

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, we
compare our approach with four state-of-the-art
(SOTA) baselines3 that use the same experimental
settings, BiLSTM (Jing et al., 2018), R2Gen (Chen
et al., 2020), CMN (Chen et al., 2021), and
CMM+RL (Qin and Song, 2022). To ensure com-
parisons, we utilized their open-sourced models and
followed their experimental settings.

BiLSTM (Jing et al., 2018) incorporates seman-
tic tags into visual feature representations to gener-
ate radiology reports. To obtan the semantic tags,
BiLSTM utilizes the Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) to predict semantic tags and corresponding
visual abnormality regions, which later will be fed
to the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) for report
generation. The model utilizes a co-attention mecha-
nism to localize regions containing abnormalities and
generate narrations.

R2Gen (Chen et al., 2020) designs a memory-
driven Transformer, where a relational memory is
used to capture critical information in the genera-
tion process. Then the model proposes a memory-
driven conditional layer normalization to incorporate

3. We chose the SOTA methods that achieved the best perfor-
mance during our experimental steps. Note that this di-
rection evolves rapidly in recent years, and therefore there
might be newer methods published during our study’s sub-
mission and review.

the memory into the decoder of the Transformer. We
reuse the code and released models from the study.

CMN (Chen et al., 2021) proposes a shared mem-
ory mechanism to record the alignment between im-
ages and texts so as to facilitate the interaction and
generation across modalities. The memory mecha-
nism is an intermediate medium and contains query-
ing and mapping processes that enhance and smooth
mappings between text and image representations.
We use the author’s released code and model to re-
produce the results.

CMM + RL (Qin and Song, 2022) proposes a
method for enhancing text and image representation
alignments using reinforcement learning (RL). The
RL treats the generation model as the agent that in-
teracts with an external environment (image and text
representations). The method provides appropriate
supervision from NLG evaluation metrics to search
for better mappings between features from different
modalities. Our TIMER model uses the RL in a dif-
ferent way that our RL is to dynamically adapt token
imbalance instead of aligning modalities.

5. Results and Analysis

This section provides an overview of the performance
by both natural language generation (NLG) metrics
and clinical efficacy (Irvin et al., 2019). We also
present an imbalanced evaluation focusing on high
and low frequencies token sets. Furthermore, we per-
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Table 3: The imbalanced evaluation in the high- and
low-frequency token set. We evaluate the F1
score by dividing tokens into high and low-
frequency set with three different bucket
size, (e.g., 1/8 represents top 1/8 frequent
tokens as a high-frequency set).

IU X-RAY MIMIC
Ratio Method low high low high

1/8

Bi-LSTM 3.85 47.31 1.27 37.48
R2GEN 4.46 62.73 2.52 52.01
CMN 5.88 55.86 2.23 45.60
CMM + RL 5.19 49.36 0.21 43.64
TIMER 13.23 61.89 3.15 52.66

1/6

Bi-LSTM 1.97 44.06 0.89 30.77
R2GEN 2.80 61.62 2.00 49.86
CMN 5.75 65.12 0.85 52.02
CMM + RL 5.08 49.26 0.14 43.36
TIMER 5.93 67.79 2.02 51.72

1/4

Bi-LSTM 0.00 44.41 0.28 30.09
R2GEN 1.16 59.98 0.00 48.77
CMN 2.60 63.92 0.33 51.09
CMM + RL 2.19 47.21 0.07 43.05
TIMER 8.66 64.00 0.58 51.39

form an ablation analysis to assess the impact of in-
dividual modules in our approach.

5.1. Overall Performance

Table 2 presents overall performance. The results
show that our approach significantly outperforms
baselines, ranging from 3.54% to 61.16% improve-
ments. Compared to the BiLSTM, the transformer-
based models (R2GEN, CMN, CMM+RL) consis-
tently perform well on all datasets among the four
baseline generators. However, while CMM+RL’s per-
formance is on par with other baselines (e.g.,). Its
BLEU 4 scores are relatively lower, indicating inef-
ficiency in generating fluent sentences. One reason
could be that CMM+RL employs a greedy sampling
approach in self-critic learning, which fails to con-
sider long-term returns. In contrast, our model sig-
nificantly improves language fluency by achieving a
13.06% and 10.50% increase in BLEU 4 scores on
IU-XRAY and MIMIC, respectively. Our model’s
most significant improvement is in the clinical met-
ric, which we attribute to its focus on improving the
prediction of infrequent tokens, particularly clinical
vocabulary.

5.2. Imbalanced Performance

Table 3 presents a performance evaluation on infre-
quent tokens, which demonstrates effectiveness of our
approach to learning token imbalance. We use F1-
score to evaluate model performance of high and low-
frequency token sets. We define three high-frequency
by three levels, 1/4, 1/6, and 1/8, which refers to the
percentage of top frequent tokens as high-frequency
in the vocabulary and the rest are low frequent to-
kens. The setting is to demonstrate effectiveness of
our approach in adapting imbalanced tokens.

By comparing the baselines, we find that our
method significantly outperforms them in the low-
frequency token set, both on IU X-RAY and MIMIC
datasets by 1% to 245.6%. Our model improves
performance of rare tokens by over 100% on IU X-
RAY dataset and 41% on MIMIC dataset, highlight-
ing the importance of addressing token imbalance is-
sue. Neural models trained on skewed token distribu-
tions tend to overfit on frequent tokens, resulting in a
greater prediction error for rare tokens. Furthermore,
our method does not sacrifice model performance on
the frequent token set. Compared to CMN, our ap-
proach achieves a 10.78% improvement on IU X-RAY
and a 15.49% improvement on MIMIC with a ratio
of 1/8.

5.3. Ablation Analysis

We performed an ablation analysis to evaluate the
effectiveness of individual modules in our model. We
used the notation “-DA+UL” to denote removing the
DA module and replacing the module with a fixed
frequent token set for the unlikelihood loss. We em-
pirically selected the top 100 frequent tokens in IU
X-RAY and the top 600 frequent tokens in MIMIC
as the token set size. We used the same evaluation
metrics as in the previous sections and summarized
the performance results in Table 4.

Our results show that both the unlikelihood loss
and DA modules can improve model performance
across all metrics, proving the effectiveness of the pro-
posed modules in generating radiology reports. How-
ever, we observed that adding the DA module has
more performance improvements compared to the un-
likelihood loss. This suggests that dynamic adapta-
tion has a greater contribution in promoting model
robustness overall and infrequent token adaptation.
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Table 4: Ablation analysis. “-DA+UL” denotes re-
moving DA and using unlikelihood loss with
a fixed token set. “-DA” denotes the model
is trained by negative log-likelihood loss 1
without unlikelihood loss. F1 is the clinical
metric.

IU X-RAY
-DA + UL -DA full

BLEU 1 44.73 47.91 49.34
BLEU 2 29.08 30.60 32.49
BLEU 3 21.08 21.76 23.84
BLEU 4 16.36 15.98 18.61

METEOR 18.72 19.73 20.38
ROUGE L 35.41 36.41 38.25

F1 82.43 89.72 94.40
MIMIC

-DA + UL -DA full
BLEU 1 34.02 35.31 38.30
BLEU 2 20.90 21.02 22.49
BLEU 3 13.99 13.73 14.60
BLEU 4 10.02 9.54 10.40

METEOR 13.76 14.03 14.69
ROUGE L 27.43 26.66 28.00

F1 68.86 70.28 75.86

Figure 3: The performance comparison with different
sizes of unlikelihood token sets. F1 is the
clinical metric.

5.4. Dynamic Adaptation Analysis

TIMER dynamically adjusts the size of the unlike-
lihood token set to improve generator performance.
This ablation analysis is to evaluate dynamic adapta-
tion by comparing dynamic and static adjustments.
For the static adaptation, the size of the unlikeli-
hood token set is fixed at different sizes for the IU
X-RAY and MIMIC datasets. The results of changes
in the fixed sizes are visualized in Figure 3. The re-

sults show that different fixed sizes yield lower BLEU,
METEOR, and ROUGE scores than dynamic adap-
tation, indicating that the size of the unlikelihood
token set impacts generator performance. The effec-
tiveness of dynamic adaptation provides further ev-
idence of TIMER can improve overall performance
and incorporate imbalance token adaptation.

5.5. Qualitative Analysis

To further investigate the effectiveness of our model’s
generation, we performed a qualitative analysis by
selecting three generated samples from IU X-RAY
and MIMIC-CXR datasets and compared them with
the ground truth, as shown in Figure 4. Our anal-
ysis revealed that TIMER can generate descriptions
that closely match the ground truth. Furthermore,
compared to CMN, TIMER generated more med-
ical terms such as “pleural effusion,” “pneumoth-
orax,” and “mediastinal silhouette.” Additionally,
TIMER accurately diagnosed the medical condition
and produced a semantically similar sentence to the
ground truth. For instance, the sentence “there are
no acute bony findings” generated by TIMER was se-
mantically similar to the ground truth sentence “bony
structures are intact.”

6. Related Work

Radiology report generation is to generate de-
scriptive text from radiology images. An encoder-
decoder network is the primary neural architecture
of the task. For instance, (Jing et al., 2018) built
a multi-task learning framework that employs a hi-
erarchical LSTM model to generate long radiology
reports, and a co-attention mechanism to jointly per-
form the prediction of tags. Recent studies deployed
Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) to
improve the task performance (Lovelace and Mor-
tazavi, 2020; Chen et al., 2020, 2021). For example,
(Chen et al., 2020) proposed a relational memory to
record key information in the generation process and
applied a memory-driven conditional layer normal-
ization to incorporate the memory into the decoder
of the Transformer. (Chen et al., 2021) designed a
shared memory between the encoder and decoder to
record the alignment between images and texts. Sev-
eral recent works (Dalla Serra et al., 2022; Li et al.,
2022; Yang et al., 2022) have enhanced the quality
of text generation by developing models that can
learn clinical knowledge directly from reports. For
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Figure 4: Qualitative comparison between TIMER and CMN. We highlight correct predictions of infrequent
tokens. We set top 20% tokens in the vocabulary as frequent and the rest as infrequent tokens.

TIMER CMN Ground Truth 
the cardiomediastinal silhouette and pulmonary 
vasculature are within limits in size. the lung are 
clear of focal airspace disease pneumothorax or 
pleural effusion. there are no acute bony 
findings.

studies may tubing calcified outside 13 
vasculature levocurvature level sequelae 
represents slight. studies zone vasculature 
fracture reflect hyperinflation contours 
hypoinflated obstructive jugular lordotic diffuse. 
additional vasculature through left aortic 
elevated.

cardiomediastinal silhouette are within 
normal limits . the lung are clear . bony 
structures are intact .

the  heart size and pulmonary vascularity appear 
within normal limits. the lungs are free of focal 
airspace disease . no pleural effusion or 
pneumothorax is seen .

studies borderline slight calcified outside 
collapse evidence levocurvature level sequelae. 
studies zone vasculature medial reflect 
hyperinflation contours hypoinflated. through 
lordotic diffuse jugular obstructive somewhat 
12.

normal heart size and mediastinal  
silhouette are normal . stable calcification 
in the left upper lobe xxxx representing a 
granuloma . no focal airspace opacities . no 
pleural effusion or pneumothorax . 
visualized osseous structures are 
unremarkable in appearance.

the lung are clearly bilaterally . specifically no 
evidence of focal consolidation penumothorax 
or pleural effusion . cardio mediastinal  
silhouette is unremarkable . visualized osseous 
structures of the thorax are without acute 
adnormality. 

studies zone vasculature fracture thorax . dextro 
through evaluation reflect hyperinflation surgical 
obstructive jugular lordotic diffuse . minimal 
exaggerated tubing somewhat dextrocurvature. 
scoliotic possible l1 reflect studies incidental 
vasculature attenuation left consolidation .

the lung are clearly bilaterally . cardio and 
mediastinal  silhouette are normal . 
Pulmonary vasculature is normal . no 
penumothorax or pleural effusion . no 
acute bony abnormality .

instance, Yang et al. (2022) devised an automatic in-
formation extraction mechanism to extract clinical
entities and relations directly from training reports,
while Dalla et al.(Dalla Serra et al., 2022) extracted
entities and relations from images and then generated
complete reports based on the extracted entities and
relations. To better evaluate the factualness of gen-
erated reports, (Smit et al., 2020) trained a BERT-
based model to label the reports’ diseases. More re-
cently, Some works (Miura et al., 2021; Delbrouck
et al., 2022; Qin and Song, 2022) have incorporated
reinforcement learning (RL) into radiology reports
to improve their quality. Delbrouck et al.(Delbrouck
et al., 2022) improved the quality of report genera-
tion by predicting more precise entities, while Qin et
al. (Qin and Song, 2022) improved report generation
performance by better aligning the images and text
with RL. However, none of these studies have explic-
itly worked on token imbalance, which is the main
focus of our study.

Reinforcement Learning (RL) in NLG tasks is
to improve sequence prediction (Shi et al., 2018; Bah-
danau et al., 2016; Hao et al., 2022). The actor-critic
approach proposed by Bahdanau et al. considers the
task objective during training, improving maximum

likelihood training but suffering from sparse reward.
To address this, Shi et al. uses the maximum entropy
Inverse Reinforcement Learning to mitigate the issues
of reward sparsity. Wu and Huang (2022) employs re-
inforcement learning to address label imbalance issues
across various domains. However, this is a classifica-
tion task and it is challenging to apply it directly to
generation tasks. In this study, we employ an actor-
critic approach to optimize our model, but instead of
applying it to the NLG model directly, we propose
a novel learning strategy that updates the unlikeli-
hood token set dynamically. While (Nishino et al.,
2020) applies RL to radiology report generation, a
key difference is that they focus on document label
imbalance rather than the token imbalance, which is
the primary target of our study.

Imbalance modeling refers to the task of mod-
eling skewed distributions. Various strategies have
been proposed to handle imbalanced data in natu-
ral language processing tasks, such as oversampling,
under-sampling, and the few-shot technique (Tian
et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2020). While existing so-
lutions focus on classification tasks, those techniques
may not apply to radiology report generation, a mul-
timodal image-to-text generation in healthcare. In
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radiology report generation, the imbalance between
normal and abnormal samples has been addressed in
prior studies through methods such as data augmen-
tation with reinforcement learning (Nishino et al.,
2020) and using separate LSTMs for abnormal and
normal sentence generation (Harzig et al., 2019).
However, no previous study has focused explicitly on
imbalanced token distributions in medical report gen-
eration. In this work, we propose a novel approach
that leverages reinforcement learning techniques to
address this issue.

7. Conclusion

In this study, we have proved the importance of in-
frequent tokens in radiology report generation and
proposed a reinforcement-learning method to adapt
token imbalance. We demonstrate effectiveness of our
approach (TIMER) over three state-of-art baselines
on radiology report generation. TIMER automati-
cally penalizes overfitting on frequent tokens and dy-
namically adjusts rewards on infrequent token gen-
erations. Extensive experiments and ablation analy-
sis show that TIMER can obtain significant improve-
ments on infrequent token generations while main-
taining performance on frequent tokens by multiple
evaluation metrics. While we evaluate our approach
on radiology report generation, we expect its broad
applicability to text generation tasks and will extend
applications in our future work.

Limitations

While we have proved the effectiveness of our pro-
posed method, three primary limitations must be ac-
knowledged to appropriately interpret our evaluation
results, task and preprocessing.

Task. We primarily focus on the task of radiology
report generation, while the task is only one of the
downstream evaluations in the text generation field.
Experiments on the radiological benchmarks may not
generalize to all text generation tasks, and infrequent
tokens may not contain critical and complex medical
terms. In this study, to ensure consistency, we com-
pare with the SOTA baselines on the same datasets of
radiology report generation. Note that this task has
evolved rapidly in recent years, and therefore there
might be newer methods published during our study’s
publishing processes.

Preprocessing. We utilize the datasets and fol-
low the same preprocessing steps from the previous
study (Chen et al., 2020). Existing studies (Nguyen
et al., 2021; Qin and Song, 2022) may have variations
in the preprocessing steps that can directly impact
the final results. For example, (Nguyen et al., 2021)
selected the top 900 frequent tokens for performance
evaluations, which shows a significant improvement
in the frequent tokens. To ensure a consistent com-
parison, we keep the same experimental settings and
deploy the released models from the baselines (Jing
et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020, 2021) that reported
state-of-the-art performance on the same datasets.
Our future work will develop more comprehensive
evaluations of rare tokens across the existing mod-
els.

Human Evaluation. It is necessary to invite radi-
ologists for human evaluations. However, we did not
include the approach due to subjectivity and domain
challenges. A common approach is to sample lim-
ited generated reports from a pair of methods (Miura
et al., 2021; J Kurisinkel et al., 2021). However, the
same baselines with different human evaluators may
yield varied evaluation results (Liu et al., 2021b,a).
It is a challenge to have enough certified radiologists
to evaluate the task. We conducted preliminary hu-
man evaluations by the qualitative analysis in Ta-
ble 4, though we miss enough support from radiolo-
gists. Having human evaluations will be our future
work to provide more comprehensive perspectives.

Ethic and Privacy Concerns

We follow data agreement and training procedures to
access the two radiology report datasets. To protect
user privacy, we have followed corresponding data
agreements to ensure proper data usage and experi-
mented with the de-identified data. Our experiments
do not store any data and only use available multi-
modal entries for research demonstrations. Due to
privacy and ethical considerations, we will not re-
lease any clinical data associated with patient iden-
tities. Instead, we will release our code and provide
detailed instructions to replicate our analysis and ex-
periments. This study only uses publicly available
and de-identified data.
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